Two complete
exhibition kits

Frames & Banner Rails

Pop-Up Stands

Here are just two of the SnapUp options
ready to go for a successful exhibition. Many
others are available. See our general price list.

”Top of the line”
kit

Sign & Poster Stands

Backwalls & Exhibit Kits

The case can be
easily converted
into a counter,
with wrap around
graphics.

MP1 Kit
-

– item 7805

One complete 4x3 MP1 structure, item 82204.
Total size: 2875 (w) x 2255 (h) x 840 (d) mm
One hard case/counter on wheels, item 5040.
2 Halogen spotlights 200W, item 80006.

Banner Stands

Trade Show Stands

Pop-Up Stands

”Budget”
kit
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A Family of Dependable Displays™

MP2 Kit
-

– item 7808

One complete 3x3 MP2 structure, item 82213.
Total size: 2550 (w) x 2225 (h) x 720 (d) mm.
Two padded carrying bags for the structure and
the graphic panels, item 5045 and 5046.

Since the invention of Flexiframe in 1985, Mark Bric has, year-by-year, developed a complete
programme of easy to use, reliable and economically priced display and exhibition products. Directed
at the sign, retail and trade show industries worldwide, it is now probably the most comprehensive
product range on the market for indoor displays. Our network of distributors and dealers in over
70 countries around the globe, guarantees that all our existing and future clients, will have the best
possible advice and service on all Mark Bric products. Whenever and wherever your next presentation
event takes place... We get your message across®.

Ideal systems for large format graphics
Double sided option
9440 05/01.10.2003

All curved and straight systems can be delivered with
extra magnets and mag-bars to carry graphic panels
on both sides if required. Please ask for the double
sided option when placing an order.
© Mark Bric AB, 2003. All rights reserved

SnapUp products
™

The outstanding alternative

High quality stands of Pop-Up type

Mark Bric produces two professional SnapUp models with unparalleled durability
and quality of workmanship: MP1 (MagnetPro-1) and MP2 (MagnetPro-2). Both
systems are compact, portable and extremely user-friendly. Curved, straight or
cylindrical shapes, as well as different formats are available to fit all types of display
requirements. The SnapUp products allow for fast exposure of seamless large scale
images. Text and graphics are totally uninterrupted and will attract full attention.

What does the
term MP (MagnetPro)
stands for?
The MagnetPro systems have
some unique features, which
make these systems extremely
easy to assemble, compared to
other more limited and
complicated systems:

Step-by-step
It can´t be easier!!
1/ When erected, the aluminium
structure is automatically and
instantly held into position with
magnetic locking pins.

3/ Super-strong magnetic tape
on the reverse side of the panels
will simply attach to the magnetic
bars already mounted on the
structure.

Shape, configuration and size

MP1 (MagnetPro-1)

Curved units

MP1 is our top-of-the-line SnapUp
model. Its cross-braced construction
gives maximum strength and rigidity
to the system, and most important,
the graphic panels will always hang
perfectly. MP1 is available in the classic
curved pop-up format, to ensure that
the graphic images are displayed with
full effect.

MP1 has a cross-braced construction and is identified
by its burgundy “hubs”.

2/ When mounting the quick fit
magnetic bars, just attach the top
edge of the bar to the ”hub” and
the bottom edge will position itself
automatically.

MP1 - 4x3, item 82204
2875 (w) x 2255 (h) x 840 (d) mm
MP2 - 4x3, item 82214
3150 (w) x 2225 (h) x 960 (d) mm

MP1 - 3x3, item 82203
2300 (w) x 2255 (h) x 600 (d) mm
MP2 - 3x3, item 82213
2550 (w) x 2225 (h) x 720 (d) mm

MP1 - 2x3, item 82202
1700 (w) x 2255 (h) x 400 (d) mm
MP2 - 2x3, item 82212
1980 (w) x 2225 (h) x 530 (d) mm

MP1 - 1x3, item 82201
820 (w) x 2255 (h) x 200 (d) mm
MP2 - 1x3, item 82211
1290 (w) x 2225 (h) x 400 (d) mm

All our standard SnapUp modules are designed to
be fitted with elegantly rounded end-panels. An ideal
place also for company names, logos, slogans etc.

Straight units

SnapUp accessories
Our multiple-use hard transport case can easily be converted into a counter
with wrap around graphics. It has three well-protected compartments:
One for the structure, one for the graphic panels and one (the lid) for 2
spotlights. The lid may also be used as a step when assembling the
spotlights on the system. Two alternative wooden counter tops in black
and beech are included. The case is equipped with heavy-duty, easy-roll
rubber wheels. Item 5040.

MP2 (MagnetPro-2)
MP2 is our most versatile SnapUp
model and at the same time, very
economically priced. Absence of the
cross-bracing makes it a traditional
pop-up system and allows deep display
shelving. MP2 is available in a curved,
straight or cylindrical (tower) shape.

MP2 - 4x3, item 82224,
3452 (w) x 2225 (h) x 320 (d) mm

MP2 - 3x3, item 82223,
2724 (w) x 2225 (h) x 320 (d) mm

MP2 - 2x3, item 82222,
1996 (w) x 2225 (h) x 320 (d) mm

MP2 - 1x3, item 82221,
1268 (w) x 2225 (h) x 320 (d) mm

Tower unit

The size of a PopUp system is often referred to as the
number of quads (wxh) it consists of. This model is
a 3x3 system. MP2 is identified by its grey “hubs”.

An impressive point-of-purchase display, with eye-catching graphics, in a The curved 3x3 MP2 unit is one of the most popular
department store. Here used in combination with Flexiframe tables to SnapUp models. Combined with a practical counter/case
unit, with wrap around graphics, it gives you even more
exhibit products on sale.
possibilities to create a professional display.

A tower unit resembles a
traditional advertising pillar, giving an exceptional
creative display area.

MP2-3x3, item 82231
650 x 2225 (h) mm

Connected units

All curved and straight models can be connected,
system to system, to cover a larger exhibition area.

Halogen spotlight, 200W mains
voltage, with easy fit connector to
the system. Item 80006.

Padded carrying bag with shoulder
strap for the structure. Item 5045.
Padded carrying bag with shoulder
strap for the graphic panels.
Item 5046.

